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Poste d - 09/02/2009 : 19:06:40

A little gem from much later in Dusty's career - sing an early hit on the
Aspel Show..
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRLncsEC3LU&feature=related
(and posted by one of our own, I see)
Will
United Kingdom
7603 Posts

"..you're in my heart and on my mind.."
Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

Baby Blue
Where am I going?
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Curious to know if anyone has an idea of what year this aired?
Marty

USA
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Sarah
Little by little
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Love that video, Will! Dusty seems to be having so much fun, and it's a
fabulous rendition of the song. I love that she isn't afraid to let the
bac king singers take the credit for their part in the song, and she
particularly 'works' the music as well, especially when it goes into the
instrumental part. It's suc h a fun performance!

220 Posts

Love, love, love her outfit too; it's very flattering and Dusty looks
fantastic. Her hair looks lovely as well- that particular gold colour really
suited her. The interview is really good also. Can you tell I just love the
Aspel videos!!
Thanks again Frans for uploading the videos- they're absolutely
wonderful. And thanks Will for drawing attention back to this particular
one- a gem indeed!
Marty, I wonder if it might have been sometime in early '89? If that's
when Nothing Has Been Proved was released... Dusty and Aspel talked
about the video for it during the interview.

Will
Wasn't born to follow
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I'd say that's reasonable guess, Sarah - the clothes alone place it
squarely in the eighties and what a fabulous jac ket that is.
Doing a little digging, it seems that this was 'Aspel And Company',
series 6, episode 13, and it aired on 11th February 1989. The other
guests on that show along with Dusty, were Jodie Foster and Austin
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Mitchell. Dusty was the last guest to come on.
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"..you're in my heart and on my mind.."
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Poste d - 09/02/2009 : 22:47:52

She did look fabulous on this show, although I seem to remember
reading or hearing she wasn't happy with what she was wearing. Also
she wasn't too thrilled at being asked to sing an old song but that was
what they wanted. I haven't watched the whole show for quite a while
now, that's the thing about video's as opposed to dvd's, they gather
dust
Carole x
United Kingdom
5404 Posts
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Wasn't born to follow

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."
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>>that's the thing about video's as opposed to dvd's, they gather
dust<<
And of course, the other thing is that it gets increasingly more difficult
to find machines on whic h to play them..
Will
United Kingdom
7603 Posts

"..you're in my heart and on my mind.."
Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com
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I figured it had to be th late 70s or early 80, can we pin it down better
than that?
Thanks!
Marty

USA
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Will already gave the date Marty, it was February 1989.
Carole x
"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."
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Seen this around on Youtube Will...its lovely to see all these surface
onc e again, so that new fans, and fans of Dustys from way back when
can watch them all again.
Casx
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'Something in your eyes'
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Ac tually she was the first to come on and I remember their was a hoo
ha because she wanted to plug "Nothing has been proved" but the TV
company insisted she did IOWTBWY.We did see a clip of the video and
I remember Dusty interjec ting when Jodie Foster was on about what a
great actress Jodie was. I felt Jodie was abit distant towards
Dusty..felt she was almost trying to hide behind her star persona rather
than the real person that ( I think) she is
United Kingdom
119 Posts
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>>Actually she was the first to come on<<
ImDB must have it wrong then.
Will
"..you're in my heart and on my mind.."
United Kingdom
7603 Posts
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"Doing a little digging, it seems that this was 'Aspel And Company',
series 6, episode 13, and it aired on 11th February 1989."
Wow - 20 years ago to the day. That doesn't seem right, does it?
Vic ky
x
United Kingdom
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Wow, Vicky. Isn't it odd how those dates seem to pop up when you
least expect it? I was listening to 'Poor Wayfaring Stranger' a few years
ago, and realized it was 40 years to the day since she'd sung it on her
TV program. Spooky.

USA
2606 Posts

And back on topic, I love this video and the song. It's interesting to
see how much her range had changed, and how she graciously defers
to her backup singers, knowing that they can hit the higher notes
easier than she can. Class act, that woman. I also truly admire her
candor and honesty, as well as her speaking voice.
"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."
Edite d by - MissDustyFanatic o n 12/02/2009 00:36:36

Jonathan
Little by little
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Poste d - 12/02/2009 : 00:45:08

I read an interview at the time this was aired and Dusty said she had a
cold and that was why she was having a bit of vocal trouble. She still
pulled it off though.
Love Jonathan

MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?
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Oh, she did wonderfully as always. I'm sure that rather than put too
much strain on her voice when she wasn't feeling well, she let the
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bac king singers take those higher notes. I'd love to see her Dame Edna
stuff pop up on YouTube.
"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."
Edite d by - MissDustyFanatic o n 12/02/2009 00:55:39
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